WIRTH BROTHERS
GRAND
CIRCUS.
Programme for this Evening.

1. Overture by ... ... ... WIRTH'S BAND
2. Grand Cavalcade Entree on 8 Horses—4 Ladies and 4 Gentlemen.
3. Plantation Song ... ... ... TOM GRIFFEN
4. Voltigner Act on the Black Stallion "Satan" by ... VALAZIE
5. Trick Ponies—Bull, General, and Sultan—trained by MISS MADELINE WIRTH
6. Principal Act of Equatation, jumping through Fire Hoops, Clown, Funny (J.J.) MISS EDIE
7. Marvellous Performance on a Trapeze by MR. VALAZIE and MR. GREGORY, MISS GERTY and LITTLE MAY.

Wonderful Evolution of Iron Jaw. MISS GERTY will do the wonderful slide from the top of the tent to the ground, hanging by HER TEETH

8. Beautiful Juggling Act on bareback horse by Champion of Champions, MISS MARIZLES WIRTH.

Comic Entrance by the Clown LE QUIPS.
9. Contortion Act by the ... ... BONELESS WONDERS.
10. Bounding Jockey by the greatest rider in Australia, MR. PHILIP WIRTH.
11. Champion Acrobatic Brother Act, by the three Champions ... ... ... WALHALLA BROS
12. Wonderful 5 Horse Picture Act ... MR. GEO. WIRTH
13. Comic Performance by a school of highly trained MONKIES, PONIES, GOATS, and DOGS
14. Hat Throwing by ... ... ... THE WALHALLAS
15. Grand Statue and Roman Posture on two bareback horses ... MR. GEO. WIRTH and MISS MARIZLES